
 
 
Workshop di Progettazione "Abitazone" Facultad di Arquitectura, Diseno y 
Urbanismo di Buenos Aires 10-20 March 2005  
 
Art. 1 TYPE OF COMPETITION  
 
the present ban has like object a national competition of ideas for graduated 
university students and neo, is promoted from the Facultad di Arquitectura, 
Diseno y Urbanismo di Buenos Aires and from "_ Controspazio the Web" 
European Architectural Association.  The competition is opened in the 
participation of those who is in possession of requirement of which to the art.  3 
of the present ban. 
   
Art. 2 OBJECTS to YOU and TOPIC Of the COMPETITION 
 
The object of the workshop is the definition of a probable scene for the city and 
territorial development of the degraded areas Villas di Buenos Aires like change 
and participation example.  The workshop it will be articulated in seminary 
shape, through elaborations, conferences, debates comparative on the solutions 
expressed from the groups of planning to the presence of visiting critics.  The 
objective: the reflections will concentrate on a quarter type, planning new 
spaces inhabited from which leaving in order to define a masterplan 
architectonic-landscaped-territorial also in relation to the processes of local 
development.  The attempt is that one to bring to light the fundamental role of 
the architectonic plan and city like action of the redeem social and of territorial 
orderer, in the definition of one strategy , of one able connecting net to trace 
qualitative directives for the city and territorial development and to address 
towards altogether unitary an architectonic order.  The writing of the plan will be 
useful to the configuration of lines guides for the development associate and 
economic of the peripheral areas.  The articulation and the strategy: Two 
laboratories, will engage on the topics study object.  Every laboratory, will be 
constituted from 25 students guides you from university professors and 
architects of international relief, will be engages, from the 10 to 20 March 2005, 
on the two topics study object.  The topics to inquire are:  - the Room as orderer 
element of the city space and as place of  the redeem social;  - Zone like quarter 
that defines the new associate-economic-city structure that is the new city;  The 
groups will work to the inside of the structures of the Facultad di Arquitectura, 
Diseno y Urbanismo di Buenos Aires.  
 
 Art.3 CONDITIONS DI PARTICIPATION To the COMPETITION 



 
 To the competition can participate to all the students enrolled to the Faculties of 
Architecture of the university of Argentine and European and the graduated in 
year 2002 in then.  The participation to the Workshop is individual.  Every 
contender can choose one of the topics proposals from the ban.  Art. 4 
REGISTRATION To COMPETITION: it’s valid like registration to the 
competition, the presentation of elaborates demands within the terms and in the 
respect of the previewed norms and the prescription from the present ban.   
 
Art. 5 QUESTIONS: 
 
 Questions and demands for clarifications will have to reach for enrolled, or 
means of e-mail:  for the Argentine to the email     arqui@fadu.uba.ar;                     
internacionales@fadu.uba.ar  
per l’Europa all’email                                                                                                   ci_web@hotmail.com 
 
 Art. 6 SELECTION 
 
 the presentation of the curriculum is finalized to the choice of the participants 
admitted to the workshop:  such selection, will be carried out from the 
giudicatrice commission on the base of elaborates proposals to you.  The 
candidates are held to introduce:  students to) a resume of two sides of A4.  b) 
the professional experiences which didactics to us or others must be brought 
back on a number max of three A3 sheets.  neolaureati to) a resume from nient' 
other of two sides of A4, comprised the particular of the study titles them.  b) the 
progettuali experiences which didatti to us, of thesis, competitions or others 
must be brought back on a number max of three A3 sheets.  All the aforesaid 
material would have to be limited in a document that will not be given back.  No 
other additional material will be accepted.   
 
Art. 7 DELIVERY Of the CURRICULA  
 
For the participants enrolled near the faculties of architecture of Europe:  The 
cover will have to be introduced of person or envoy, under the own responsibility 
and to expenses of the contenders, within hours 13:00 of day 29/01/2005, to the 
following address:  Europe  
Controspazio the web Via Prol/to Demetrio Tripepi, 41 89100 Reggio Calabria, 
Italy For the participants enrolled near the faculties of architecture of the 
Argentine:  The cover will have to be introduced of person or envoy, under the 
own responsibility and to expenses of the contenders, within hours 13:00 of day 
05/02/2005, to the following address:  
 Argentine  



Facultad di Arquitectura, Diseno y Urbanismo  
Carrera de arquitectura - Pabellòn III- 4° piso  
(C1428BFA) Buenos Aires 

In case the delivery happens to means of carriers (mail, couriers, qualified 
agencies), the shipment will have to happen within the 26/02/2005.   
 
Art. 8 ADMISSION To the WORKSHOP 
 
 will be admitted to the Workshop the maximum number of 50 (ten) concurrent, 
for every topic, chosen from the commission, between the participants who have 
sended just the curriculum.  The admitted ones to the Workshop will be 
accommodate from the Promotore Agency in order to deepen and to define, to 
the inside of the Workshop that will be kept near the premises from the Facultad 
di Arquitectura, Diseno y Urbanismo di Buenos Aires, from the 10/03/2005 to the 
20/03/2005, during which they will be carried out of the held seminaries gives:  
To the jobs of the young seminaries they will take to part architects invites to 
you.  To the term of the Workshop the Giuria will formulate just the judgment, 
proclaiming the winning plan of the competition.   
 
Art. 9 COMPOSITION Of the JURY: 
 
 the Jury is composed from the technical-scientific committee:  - for the 
Argentine the Presidency of the Facultad di Arquitectura will be taken care, 
Diseno y Urbanismo di Buenos Aires for the selection of 25 students.  - for 
Europe Controspazio the web for the selection of the 25 Students will be taken 
care.  Art. 10 JOBS Of the GIURIA the  Jury will formulate just the judgment in 
merit within 5 days from the due date of the presentation of elaborates demands 
to you for the access to the workshop.  The jobs of the giuria will be carried out, 
without the presence of other subjects beyond to those indicate to you in the 
previous article.   
 
Art. 11 ALLOCATION Of the PRIZES 
 
 the Workshop will be concluded with the allocation of n 3 symbolic prizes.  n° 
prize n°… prize n °…. prize the Jury has faculty not to proclamare vincitori for 
lack of suitable plans.   
 
Art. 12 EXTENSION and PUBLICATION Of the PLANS 
 



 the Writing Controspazio Students the web reserves the right to expose to 
publish in all or in part the plans introduce to you.  The winner plans will be able 
to become lines guide of for one the future realization of the study areas. 
 


